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The “ J.B Ripper ” strikes
again.
Dave Venn with his 235 kg
Black Marlin caught on a 14”
‘Stripey ’ Ripper.
Current Mens NSW GFAA
24 kg Record.
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Subhead. Subhead. Subhead.
You thought
Jack was Deadly.
Subhead.
So you thought “ Jack the Ripper ” was deadly.
Well old Jack’s got nothing compared to the
“ J.B. Ripper ”, especially if you’re a hungry gamefish.
The Ripper has been responsible for absolute
carnage on most glamour species except Broadbill
Swordfish, probably because they are too scared.
“ Broadbilled Pussies ”.
The hit list is long and makes very disturbing reading
for whale huggers and the Federal Environment
Minister. In fact, it would have them crying into their
Soy Decaf Latte’s. Well dry your eyes with an aloe
vera tissue princess, because the next time you want
to suck sushi down your meterosexual face you can
man up and catch your own with a “ J.B. Ripper ”.
The Ripper has been responsible for the demise of
countless tasty pink fleshed morsels including
Southern Bluefin to 138kg, many Yellowfin over 70kg,
and even the current GFAA record 97.2kg Bigeye
Tuna fell victim to the Ripper.
The victims don’t end there however, they also
include poor innocent species such as Blue Marlin to
400kg, Black Marlin to 235kg, countless Striped
Marlin over 100kg, Wahoo, Albacore, Mahi Mahi and
Shortbilled Spearfish. The list goes on and on, but is
too disturbing to list all the innocent victims of the
“ J.B. Ripper ” .

Victims	
  
Blue Marlin

Mahi Mahi

Domenic Cimilio with his
97.2kg Bigeye Tuna caught on
a Black & Red 10” Ripper.
Current GFAA Record.

Striped Marlin

Jeff Mitchell with his 134 kg
Southern Bluefin Tuna
caught on a 10” Ripper.

